Nondegradable hydrogels for the treatment of focal cartilage defects.
Nondegradable materials have long been suggested for the treatment of articular cartilage defects; however, the mechanics of the implant/tissue system necessary to ensure long-term function are unknown. The objective of this study was to explore the performance of nondegradable hydrogel implants in cartilage defects. Our hypothesis was that the structural integrity of the implant and surrounding tissue would be influenced by the compressive modulus of the material used, and that superior results would be obtained with the implantation of a more compliant material. Poly(vinyl alcohol)-poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) hydrogel implants of two different moduli were implanted into osteochondral defects in a rabbit model. Six-month postoperative histological and mechanical data were used to assess the wear and fixation of the implants. The compliant implants remained well fixed and a thin layer of soft tissue grew over the surface of the implants. However, gross deformation of the compliant implants occurred and debris was evident in surrounding bone. The stiffer implants were dislocated from their implantation site, but with no accompanying evidence of debris or implant deformation. Our hypothesis that superior results would be obtained with implantation of a more compliant material was rejected; a compromise between the wear and fixation properties dependent on modulus was found.